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fluid  space
liquid provides a truly fluid spatial 
solution, allowing you to configure 
and re-configure, creating new 
working environments as business 
and circumstances demand.

Australian designed and 
manufactured with the highest 
regard for the planet in terms  
of sustainability and recyclability, 
liquid elements are the epitome of 
style, functionality and flexibility.
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liquid merge
All for one, one for all.

liquid merge optimises individual  
space, allowing you to cluster teams 
together, yet keep the workspace  
clear and open for the exchange  
of knowledge, collaboration  
and interaction.
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liquid flow
Going with the flow.

liquid flow allows you to do just that, 
creating flowing thoroughfares and 
assigned user-friendly seating or the 
provision of ‘hot desk’ or ‘touchdown’ 
spaces as business needs demand.
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liquid solution
The individual solution.

liquid solution offers individual 
space within a team environment, 
accommodating both a diversity of  
roles and the need for individuals  
to customise and personalise their  
work space.
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liquid resolve
Where the ideas flow.

liquid resolve is the meeting point. 
Flexible elements can be precisely 
tailored to an environment where  
teams come together to exchange  
ideas and information; to brainstorm  
and strategise. 
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liquid X
Executive privileges.

liquid x: a crisp, corporate and  
stylish executive suite, where  
practical storage options  
and work surfaces combine  
with a choice of individual  
finishes to create the optimum  
working space.
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liquid form
liquid form in its element.

liquid form, as you can see from  
these examples, is the flexibility  
to create a seamless working 
environment that fulfils every  
business objective, respects the  
individual and promotes the  
team ethic. 
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